Did you know, you are 10 times more likely to achieve a goal if you write it down? This term’s writing contest focuses on your vision of the future. Essays must be a least 500 words and will be judged on spelling, grammar, ideas, content and formatting. Turn your submissions into the Office of Student Services by January 16th, 2013. The Essay must to address the following topic:

Dr. José Regueiro left a legacy by instilling in all of us the drive and enthusiasm to educate and help others. What would you like to be your legacy?

Winner receives $50.00 FNU voucher
FNU dollar!!!

Come and enjoy our Founders’ Month event and receive a small token of appreciation from your FNU family

Answer the questions right to receive your FNU dollar

FNU dollars can be used in the cafeteria

When: Wednesday, 01/16/13
Where: In front of the elevators (1st floor)
Time: 10:00am-11:00am and 7:00pm-8:00pm